WDS Family Case History Guidance Notes
Introduction
At this year’s Family Day it was suggested by a member that perhaps the members themselves would like to write their stories and experiences of WDS and how it impacts them and their family which I am calling “Case Histories”. 
I was actioned to produce a simple template that we could all loosely follow to give a common look and feel. Once completed these case histories will be published on the WDSSG website for all to read, as it’s a public web site these case histories will be available to anyone and everyone in the world hence these guidance notes.
The committee discussed this at a recent meeting and thought that they should be anonymous so the histories will be known as WDS Case History (Number 1,2,3…) please do not use names instead use Child or Subject followed by the case history number or an initial like M or if you are writing about yourself the I, Me etc. could be used. Please do not include any pictures that may identify you or your family.
If you chose to write a history, please contact me John Butt at johnb@buttsco.co.uk and I will allocate you a case history number and will upload your completed history to the website and any further updates you would like to make or removal.
We have chosen to make the template based on the following age related stages that we hope you will all recognise. If you chose to do something different or suggest a change please contact me (John Butt).
Dates are only a guide, everyone is different but it is will be better if they all have a common look and feel.
Things to think about
Please consider these at all stages as things change for better or worse plus anything else you feel will be of help.
	Pregnancy problem

Delivery issues and was it full term.
	Key developmental stage points reached or not.
	Learning difficulties.

Age of diagnosis, were they any misdiagnosis
	Feeding problems and how they were mitigated.
	Babbling, Talking, speech issues and how they were mitigated.
	Crawling, toddling, walking 

Benefits, including carers benefits. 
Fits, when they started.
	Choosing schools, colleges etc.
Bullying 
Impact on the rest of the family
Transport, adaptions, special conversions required, blue badge… 
The Early years (-9 months to 3 years)
Preschool
Primary
Secondary
Transition
Further education
Living independently
Living with Worster-Drought Syndrome
My View
From a Parents perspective
As a sibling





